Predicting the conformation of proteins from sequences. Progress and future progress.
A new paradigm for predicting the secondary and tertiary structure of functional proteins from sequence data has emerged from detailed models of how natural selection, conservation, and neutral drift, the three fundamental factors in molecular evolution, leave their mark upon protein sequences. Structural information is extracted from a set of aligned homologous sequences via an analysis of patterns of conservation and variation between proteins with quantitatively defined evolutionary relationships. Tertiary structural information is obtained prior to the assignment of secondary structure, where it plays an important role. Throughout, structural predictions are made with the active involvement of a biochemist whose expertise and insight is critical both for making the prediction and in analyzing its successful and unsuccessful parts. Secondary structure predictions are evaluated based on their ability to sustain an effort to model tertiary structure. Several predictions made using the new paradigm can now be compared with those made under the classical paradigm, including a neural network. The results obtained from the new paradigm are clearly superior to those obtained with the classical paradigm, at least within the protein families that were examined.